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TENNYSON, ALFRED

•

up all attempts at writing for the stage. Curiously enough, it was this very play that proved,
after his death, a striking success, with Sir
~enry Irving in the name pa.rt.

Tennyson sounded the trumpet-note of
English heroism, and he stole his way into the
hearts of English-speaking peoples everywhere
with his matchless lyrics and narrative poems
and little bursts of song that a.Imost set themselves to music. Last of that great group
which inc~uded \Vordsworth, Coleridge, Byron,
Shelley, and Keats, Tennyson was more remarkable for beauty and lofty and tender
_ sentiment than for the vigour and strength
bhat marked much of the English poetry that
'Nas written after Brow11ing.
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The Poet Crosses the Bar

•

The Most Perfect Verse

So deeply absorbed in the beauties of Tennyson's poetry does one become; that it is a matter
of the greatest difficulty to attempt calm
criticism. There is little doubt, however, that .
his verse is the most perfect in the English
tongue, not only in the careful manner in
which the words have been selected, but also
in the smoothness of the general flow that is
so musical.
His chief disappointment as a writer was
the failure of his persistent attempts to write
drama that could be acted. In 1884, after
publishjng the tragedy of "Becket," he gave

Tennyson's influence on the thought, feeling
and taste of his time was wide and profound.
In later years, while living on beautiful country
estates in the Isle of Wight and in Sussex, he
was a figure of interest and reverent admiration.
His life came to a serene, poetic end at the
age of 83. Through the immense uncurtained
window he looked his last on the moonlight
and tl\e sea, and had his wjsh for•

,

Sunset and evening star
And one clear call for me,
And may there be no moaning of the bar
When I put out to sea.
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Tennyson's chief works are: " Poems, chiefly Lyrical "
' (1830); ''Poems," which include t h e" Morte d'Arthur"
of the" Idylls of t he E~"2g" (1842) ; " The Princess, a
Medley " (1847) ; " In :Niemoriam" (1850) ; " Maud "
(1855) ; " Enoch Arden and Other Poems " (1864) ;
various poetic dramas from 187 5 to 1884 ; " Ballads "
(1880); " Idylls of the King" at long inter vals; "Locksley HaJ.l Sixty Years After '' (1886) . In the year of his
death Tennyson completed the drama of " The
Foresters" (the story of Robin Hood and Maid Marian) .
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A GREAT MASTER OF M ·E LODY LISTENS TO SWEET MUSIC
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In this picture by Frank Stone, called " The Duet," the young man sitting down is Tennyson, at the a ge of thirty-nine.
By this time his success as a writer of verse of amazing and original beauty was assured.
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